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HARDING ALUMNAE KNIT FOR REFUGEES
written by Guest September 14, 2021

In 2019, the Heart2Heart foundation, an outreach program, was created by Harding alumnae Alina Westbrook and
Claudia Helbig to use self creativity to serve others.
In high school, Westbrook said she discovered a passion for helping others through donations of hand-crocheted
items after a trip to Vienna, Austria. The refugees there were struggling for many basic needs; seeing this sparked
interest in Westbrook to help the mission team there.
“The idea is that we can use the talent God gave us to create things to help supply people in need,” Helbig said.
They said they wish to provide these refugees with something that they can hold on to in their moments of transition.
The process was not met easily, but through the help of the Searcy community, they were able to accomplish their
goals.
“I’ve never had to buy yarn,” Westbrook said. “People will just tell me, ‘Oh I have extra yarn!’”
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The contributions of everyone involved helped Westbrook and Helbig learn from people like Rose and Victoria, post
workers for Harding University. With their guidance and help, Westbrook and Helbig were able to learn the process of
company shipping, which was a crucial factor in their mission to help the refugees in Vienna.
Each person involved in Heart2Heart has not only impacted others, but they have also been deeply touched, as
well.
“Not only can I meet the needs of people around me, but also the potential of everyone to do something that can
show the light of Christ to other people,” Helbig said.
Heart2Heart provides opportunities for the Harding and Searcy community to get involved. Ann Hobby, Westbrook’s
grandmother and retired Harding library employee, saw her free time and interest in knitting as an opportunity to help
out her granddaughter’s cause. From there, Hobby began enlisting the help of her friends.
“Whether it’s a crochet hook, or knitting needle, or a needle and thread, we can take that and use it in some way that
we have not ever even dreamed about,” Hobby said.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, the organization faced many difficulties. With people not coming together to work
and conflicts with shipping things over, they had to find ways to adapt to the rapidly changing environment.
“That was one of those door closes, God opens a window moments,” Helbig said. “‘Okay then! We’ll make masks.
There is still a way we can contribute and adapt to the need.’”
The group made over 50 masks to send to the refugees in Vienna, who deeply needed them during the troubling
times.
Everyone involved in Heart2Heart has the same mission: to use their creative gifts to serve others.
“It’s stimulating to think what could be done from something simple,” Hobby said.
Not only that, but they believe in the importance of spreading the awareness of refugee outreach to the rest of the
world.
“We try to think of these people as strangers, but this is the kingdom of God — there are no strangers here,” Helbig
said. “We can cement that through this act of kinship.”
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STUDENT BEGINS CLUB FOR WOMEN IN STEM
written by Guest September 14, 2021

Harding welcomes a new academic club to its shores this semester with WISE: Women in Science and Engineering.
Initiated by junior biochemistry and molecular biology major Libby Hinton, WISE seeks to connect women of STEM
and help them build community together.
“It’s good to know that you’re supported by those who you’re with every day and you see all the time,” Hinton said. “I
think [it] helps build your confidence in not only yourself [but] one another.”
While WISE is just beginning to form, Hinton has great plans for what the club is going to look like once it gets going
— in both academics and spiritual life.
“We definitely want to [invite] speakers in that are already working [in] stem fields, so in industry and academia, [and]
have them both talk about their research and talk about some of the struggles or particular aspects that may come
into play from being a woman in their field — things that they may have had to deal with as they were coming
through,” club sponsor and assistant professor of chemistry Jaime Murphy said. “We’re gonna have women-led
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devotionals — so we want to give an opportunity for the women within the science area, but also we would like to
invite some of our friends that may be in the College of Bible that don’t always get that opportunity either to come in
and lead some of our devotionals.”
WISE is not just about connecting Harding students. The club also plans to be active in the Searcy community,
helping other young women get excited about science.
“One of my roles within the department is to do community outreach, and so I’m hoping to work with the club and
have them go out to schools and do STEM nights,” instructor of chemistry Heather Hollandsworth said.
Hinton and Murphy are hoping to connect with other clubs that already do devotionals, like the American Chemical
Society, as well as with women of other majors on campus.
“I think often there’s not a concerted connection within women to kind of highlight some of [our] particular struggles
and have a way to voice that in a way that doesn’t come across as being divisive or difficult,” Murphy said. “We’re not
trying to do that — we are trying to come together and figure out ways we can troubleshoot particular problems
perhaps even before they happen.”
The club is currently open to women in the college of science, but there are plans to expand that once the club is
established.
“It’s bringing all of our science majors together and there’s sometimes not a lot of crossover between them,”
Hollandsworth said. “Some of them have the same goal — they’re still all trying to go to med school or they’re
wanting to go to grad school — but they’re taking a different path, and so this allows them that interaction and to
learn from each other.”
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HARDING SPORTS NETWORK RELEASES NEW PODCAST
written by Guest September 14, 2021

Written by Sophie Rossitto
Harding Sports Network released the first episode of a new podcast on Monday, Aug. 30, aimed at giving fans a
behind-the-scenes look at Harding athletics.
Harding sports announcer Billy Morgan hosted the episode, which was recorded Thursday, Aug. 26, in a new
podcast studio in the Donald W. Reynolds Center for Music and Communication. During the episode’s opening
minutes, assistant sports information director Scott Goode announced upcoming Harding athletic events. Morgan
and Goode then revisited a historic field goal kick by a Bison football player in 2011. The pair also interviewed
Harding athletic trainer Lacy Rush about her day-to-day responsibilities and her experiences of working during the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Goode said the goal of the podcast is to introduce Harding fans to a variety of people who play essential roles in the
athletic department.
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“There’s a lot of people that are involved with things here at Harding that don’t get very much publicity, or they do a
great job behind the scenes that people don’t know about,” Goode said.
Goode added that the podcast team plans to release a new episode each week but has not decided on the best days
to record and release each installment. Goode said the team plans to interview students, coaches and other behindthe-scenes workers in the future. They also hope to focus on other moments in Harding sports history, including
funny anecdotes of events that happened on bus trips, in locker rooms and in press boxes.
Morgan said assistant sports information director Nathan Looney came up with the idea for the podcast and performs
behind-the-scenes roles, such as producing the series and lining up guests for episodes. During the first recording
session, Looney controlled audio levels in the studio as Morgan and Goode talked and interviewed their guest.
Goode said the episode was recorded in a small office space that Mark Prior, director of HU16 and VideoWorks,
helped convert to a podcast room equipped with four seats and four microphones. Prior said he helped build the
studio over the past summer so students could use the space.
“I’ve seen the need for it from students for the last four or five years,” Prior said.
Morgan said the conversation flowed smoothly in the studio because all three speakers and Looney could share the
space simultaneously as they recorded the episode.
“It’s very convenient with the fact that we can have almost a round table discussion because we all are in the same
room,” Morgan said.
Goode said he thought timing the release of the podcast with the return of Bison sports in the fall would help listeners
catch up with Harding athletics after the pandemic disrupted the normal flow of sports schedules last year. Goode
said if people have any suggestions about content for the podcast, they can send requests to sports@harding.edu.
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STUDENTS REACT TO HURRICANE IDA
written by Guest September 14, 2021

On Sunday, Aug. 29, Hurricane Ida hit the Gulf of Mexico as one of the most powerful storms ever to reach the
states. Ida was a category four storm, hitting the same date Hurricane Katrina swept Louisiana and Mississippi 16
years ago. Ida’s 150 mph winds tied it for the fifth strongest hurricane to reach the U.S. The hurricane’s winds grew
by 45 mph in five hours as the hurricane moved through warm waters.
Freshman Kentara Lair, born in Alexandria, Louisiana, said she experienced a tropical storm in the past and has
family in Louisiana affected by Hurricane Ida. Lair said one of her relatives was not prepared for the storm’s impact
and has had to rely on relief teams since the storm’s aftermath.
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“She wasn’t given enough time to go get water, so the Army is gonna bring her supplies and possibly move her to a
safer place,” Lair said.
New Orleans experienced the most damage. However, a town just south of New Orleans is the home of two students
and was left devastated. Houma, Louisiana, experienced winds stronger than 115 mph. Freshman Peyton Breaux
calls Houma his home.
Breaux said his home church has started a relief team, and he hopes to support them.
“My family evacuated to Alabama, but they have to stay there for, like, a month because they have to rebuild
everything,” Breaux said.
Talking about his past with Hurricane Katrina, he explained how different the two storms were.
“With [Ida], there were 170 mph winds, so it literally just blew things away,” Breaux said. “It ripped roofs off of
schools.”
Freshman Bre Wade has family in Louisiana and has plans to visit and support them.
“I’ve seen on the news how bad it is down there, and I want to make sure my family is OK,” Wade said.“I wanna
make sure they are all safe and able to still have a home where they can have shelter.”
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LADY BISONS VOLLEYBALL STARTS 2021 SEASON
written by Guest September 14, 2021

The Harding University Lady Bisons volleyball team began their 2021 season at the Washburn Tournament in
Topeka, Kansas, this past weekend. On Friday, Sept. 3, the 19th-ranked Lady Bisons lost to 25th-ranked Rockhurst
University 3-0 and 8th-ranked Washburn University 3-0. On Saturday, Sept. 4, the Lady Bisons responded with a 3-1
win over 15th-ranked Northern State University and a 3-1 win over unranked Cameron University, improving to a 2-2
record for the season. The Lady Bisons were without junior outside hitter Logan Smith, who was held out of
competition due to a concussion. Junior outside hitter Ally Stoner and junior middle back Libby Hinton were named to
the All-Tournament team.
The Lady Bisons competed against four non-conference opponents during the two-day tournament. Of those four
opponents, three were ranked nationally in the NCAA Division II top 25. Stoner said the elite competition provided a
great learning opportunity for the team.
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“I felt like each game we kept climbing,” Stoner said. “We got better and better each match. It is always super fun
playing teams that you don’t normally see. It brings new challenges and makes us better. This weekend has been a
great learning experience for our team.”
After competing in an abbreviated season in spring 2021, the volleyball team is playing its first full conventional fall
season since fall 2019. The Lady Bisons are grateful for an opportunity to once again compete alongside their
teammates under normal circumstances.
“COVID taught our team how to be thankful in the midst of obstacles, and it is definitely a blessing to be given the
opportunity to have a regular season,” junior defensive specialist Kinley Schnell said. “We are soaking up every
second of normalcy.”
The Lady Bisons are competing in the Texas-Tyler Tournament on Sept. 10 and 11. Sophomore outside hitter Chloe
Ingersoll said last weekend’s tournament was a great learning experience for the team, and they are prepared to
capitalize on those learning opportunities at the upcoming Texas-Tyler Tournament.
“This weekend was a great opportunity for us to establish and get familiar with what we thrive in and what we need to
improve on,” Ingersoll said. “It was really cool to see our saying ‘16 Strong’ come to life as so many stepped up to big
roles for us to succeed. We hope to tap into those big roles as we continue tournament play next weekend.”
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SA ANNOUNCES CAMPUS-WIDE AFGHAN SERVICE
PROJECT
written by Guest September 14, 2021

Written by Ben Lane
Student Association (SA) president Ethan Brazell announced Monday, Sept. 6, a campus-wide service project to
give to Afghan refugees after he was approached by Harding administration to organize the project.
“Anytime a need arises in our community, whether it’s [in the U.S.], or it’s an international need,” Brazell said. “I think
it’s always important for us to evaluate a way that we can serve and help.”
The SA partnered with Canopy — the only refugee resettlement agency in Arkansas — to prepare welcome kits for
Afghans who are coming to Arkansas. Students were able to provide donations for personal care kits, adult and child
bedding kits, and bathroom kits individually or in groups up to four. These kits will help refugees start their new life in
the U.S., Brazell said.
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Welcome kits were chosen, Brazell said, because college students are able to contribute to the needs of Afghans
without donating larger monetary amounts, and it was a project that can be completed over the span of three days.
“The need is now,” Brazell said. “This isn’t something that’s happening in a couple months. Refugees will be coming
over very soon.”
To motivate student donations, social clubs had a competition to see which club donated the most according to the
kit’s monetary value. The total price of all kits donated was divided by the number of members to “level the playing
field” between smaller and larger clubs, Masters said. Women’s social club Delta Gamma Rho won the competition,
awarding them with University president Dr. David Burks to wear their jersey around campus on Friday, Sept. 10.
A representative of Canopy’s board of directors spoke during Thursday’s chapel about what the organization does to
bridge the connection between why Harding is involved and why it is important for the Harding community to be
involved, Brazell said. All of the kits donated over the span of the project was presented to Canopy on Thursday and
delivered to the organization.
Sophomore Malachi Brown, head of the SA spiritual life committee, organized a prayer circle the first week of school
for Afghanistan, which was the first action that led to the service project.
“The first committee that is going to be asked to help out is going to be my committee because we have been the
most invested,” Brown said.
The goal of the drive is to gather 75 welcome kits at the minimum, and the Harding student body provided Canopy
with almost $10,000 worth of materials, Brazell said in chapel on Thursday.
“My goal [was] to blow their expectations out of the water,” Masters said. “The fact that they gave us a number
means there [was] something we [could] surpass, and so I think it [was] so cool to show how much the Harding
community gives.”
Brazell said, as a Christian institution, Harding should actively be an example of Jesus.
“I view our role as a Christian institution not only to have a good academic program here, but also, if we’re going to
claim to be a Christian organization, it’s important for us to be the hands and feet of Jesus and be an example,”
Brazell said.
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SA HOSTS FRESHMAN DEBATE
written by Guest September 14, 2021

On Tuesday, Aug. 31, the Student Association (SA) hosted its first ever debate between freshman representative
candidates in the Administration Auditorium. The event consisted of two debates: one between male candidates and
one between female candidates.
The event was created to allow freshmen to interact with the student body and convey why they would be a good
representative of their new class. Senior Ethan Brazell, SA president, said the purpose for the event was twofold.
“We wanted students to have the opportunity to express their personality, what they stand for and have a platform to
promote themselves,” Brazell said. “The other side is that we wanted to do a fun event that promoted elections.”
The candidates were asked a variety of questions. Some were pensive, challenging candidates to choose the most
valuable leadership trait, while others were humorous, asking about disliked movies and conspiracy theories.
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The audience, mostly freshmen, was engaged, frequently laughing and reacting to answers from the candidates on
stage. When he heard there would be a debate, freshman Sam Gooch said he was very excited to get to know the
candidates better and enjoyed the entire event.
“I found the debate extremely entertaining,” Gooch said. “I’m a humorous guy, and there were a lot of funny things
that happened throughout the debate. It really helped me meet the candidates, although I would’ve liked to see a few
of the candidates actually debate.”
Freshman candidate Adele Duncan said she was nervous to compete against people she had never met but ended
up gaining a lot from the experience.
“When I found out there was going to be a debate, I got a little bit worried for a quick moment because I did not know
how I was going to ‘fight’ verbally against people I had just met,” Duncan said. “Luckily, it was more of a ‘get to know
you’ type of setting, and I actually became excited. If the debate had not happened, I don’t think many people would
have known who they were even voting for.”
A debate has been a common event during elections for the SA president each spring but has never been done
during the election for freshmen representatives.
The motive was due, in part, to a crowded field of candidates. Fourteen freshmen ran for the position, including five
males and eight females. This stood in contrast to six candidates from the previous year.
Brazell said he considered the debate successful in renewing student interest in the SA, as a number between 125
and 150 attendees were present to learn about their potential representatives.
Members of the SA believe the event was a promising start for an energetic year.
“A goal we made back in May was to create something that people wanted to be a part of,” Brazell said. “It was very
encouraging to see that people want to be involved in what we are doing this year.”
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SEARCY THROUGH THE EYES OF ITS BEHOLDER
written by Guest September 14, 2021

Written by Eden Henderson
Community is an essential part of each of us. Community is what shapes us, pours into and invests in us, and is
where we grow. My name is Eden, and I am a senior social work major. Over the past three years of my time at
Harding, I have lived in the Searcy community, but as my time at Harding draws nearer to a close, I think about how
much I have actually invested in Searcy and explored the community outside of Harding’s campus. If I’m realistic
with myself, I often limit my world to my fellow classmates and professors. The people on Harding’s campus have
taught me about what it means to have grace in your relationships because I have been shown an incredible amount
of grace. I have learned how to listen because of the way that people have so kindly listened to me. My professors
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have taught me what true learning looks like and have worked with me to reach the point of understanding. These
lessons are good and important, and I don’t want to undermine their value, but it is important to also reach beyond
these lessons if we desire growth within ourselves and our community.
Searcy, Arkansas, is a small town, full of people with stories. The people that live in Searcy have things to teach us
as long as we are willing to listen. Some of their worldviews may be different from ours, and they may see things
from a perspective that we are sometimes unable to see. In the times in my life that I have reached beyond what is
comfortable, I have learned things that have changed my worldview. It doesn’t have to be a life-changing lesson
either; it can be something simple that changes the way we think.
The focus of this column will be to highlight some of the voices in the Searcy community that often go unheard.
Different minority-owned businesses around the area will be featured each week; some of them you may know and
love already, but there might be others that you have never heard of. All I ask is that you take the time to listen to
these peoples’ stories. Even further, take the time to visit these businesses and invest in this community. It is easy to
think there is a divide between Searcy and Harding, but it is amazing to think about the diversity and life experiences
that exist beyond our inner circles. Harding places a lot of emphasis on the importance of community, and I believe,
as a student body, it is time to begin acting on that. Diversity within a community allows for a fuller picture of who
God is. Seek to know people who look, think, believe and act differently than you. This is how you grow.
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SOCIAL CLUBS ARE BACK WITH LESS RESTRICTIONS
written by Guest September 14, 2021

The social club process began on Saturday, Aug. 28, with less regulations for COVID-19 than last year. With the
2020 fall semester being wrought with cancellations and restrictions, those who have club leadership roles continue
to see the accommodations required to work around the pandemic.
Logan Light, the newly appointed director of Student Life, has set only one guideline: All food and drink must be
prepackaged. This stark change in restrictions from the 2020-21 school year has offered a return to normalcy for the
social clubs on campus.
“COVID hasn’t really impacted the recruitment approach,” sophomore Alayna Griffith, a recruitment officer for
women’s social club Ko Jo Kai, said.
Some social clubs are taking recruitment to other stages. Senior Ty Carger, recruitment officer for men’s social club
Sub-T 16 estimated that not only has potential new member attendance returned to normal, but it has also grown.
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“If there are guys interested in Sub-T 16 that aren’t comfortable in big crowds, we try to take them to lunch or to play
volleyball,” Carger said.
Several clubs have taken to providing a QR code at each event for students to scan and enter their name, email and
box number. This QR code is sent to those currently in quarantine or isolation to give club members a way to stay
connected with them.
Junior Bonnie Spann, recruiter for women’s social club Pi Theta Phi, said the year of COVID-19 related changes has
provided a new perspective on the recruitment process.
“After taking different approaches to our recruitment style last year, we were able to see the most and least effective
aspects of recruitment for our club,” Spann said.
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UPDATES TO COVID-19 PROTOCOLS
written by Guest September 14, 2021

Written by Emma Jones
COVID-19 screening and isolation protocols have not changed much for the fall 2021 semester; however, there are a
few new guidelines for vaccinated students.
The Office of Student Life is continuing the contact tracing of students exposed to COVID-19 like they did last year.
The fourth floor of the Heritage Inn is currently being used to house students in isolation. Dean of Students Zach
Neal said the office would also try to allow students to isolate in their own rooms if the room is conducive to do so.
Meals are also still being delivered to students in quarantine in the same manner as last year.
“As far as the support from Student Life goes, most things look the same,” Neal said. “Within activities, we continue
to remind individuals to make good decisions regarding social distancing and when and where you allow yourself to
be in close proximity to people for extended amounts of time.”
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Junior Jack Jennings was quarantined during the second week of classes after being a close contact.
“Student Life made sure I was taken care of, and everything was handled really well,” Jennings said.
Neal said Student Life is still encouraging students to wear masks, and he is not expecting a mask mandate to be
put in place this semester.
“I have been meeting weekly with a representative from the Arkansas Department of Health discussing
recommendations regarding masks and other COVID-19 protocols,” Neal said. “As of right now, masks are not
something that we are mandating, but it could easily change depending on the needs of the community and COVID19 numbers.”
Students are asked to complete a COVID-19 screening form on Pipeline if they have symptoms of COVID-19 or
have been exposed to someone with COVID-19. Director of Student Health Services Mary Darden said testing
protocols have not changed except those recommended by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
for vaccinated individuals.
“Asymptomatic vaccinated individuals should test three to five days after exposure and should wear a mask in public
settings until they receive a negative test result but continue to monitor for symptoms,” Darden said. “Symptomatic
vaccinated individuals without exposure should be tested and wear a mask until they have a negative test result and
confirm with a health care provider that they do not have COVID-19.”
Students can get tested for COVID-19 at the Student Health Office. Both the PCR and Antigen tests are offered, and
Student Health follows CDC recommendations regarding which test to use in different circumstances.
“We ask that students complete a COVID-19 screening form so that we may schedule a testing appointment with
them,” Darden said.
The next vaccine clinic will be held by the college of pharmacy in the Liberty Room on Sept. 15 from 9:30 a.m. to
2:30 p.m., and they will be providing the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine.
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